Supplies:
2 - 10” x 5” pieces of fabric
1 - 10” x 5” piece of fusible fleece or heavy batting
1 - 14” - 15” piece of 5/8” elastic
Coordinating Thread

Cut pattern piece as marked

Cut 2 fabric right sides together
Cut 1 fusible fleece

Step by step:
1. Fuse fleece to wrong side of one of the pieces of fabric.
2. Place the mask on your face and test the elastic for size. I cut mine at 13 1/2”.
3. Sew each raw edge of the elastic at notches marked on pattern piece.
4. Pin elastic to mask so it’s out of the way of your seam allowance.
5. Place the two fabric pieces right sides together.
6. Leaving a 2 1/2” opening at the top, sew a 1/4” seam all the way around the the mask.
7. Turn through the opening and press the opening in.
8. Edge stitch all the way around the mask, closing the opening.
9. Quilt as desired. I drew a 1” grid using a heat erasable marker, and simply quilted those lines.